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CHALLENGE 

The data center has traditionally been the central spine of enterprise IT strategy� For decades, the data center has 
been the core hub for applications, routing, firewalls, processing, and more� However, a number of trends—such as 
the increased move to hybrid, cloud, and work-from-anywhere models—have upended everything�

Now, the enterprise is highly reliant upon distributed workplaces, cloud-based resources, and third-party operated 
networks� In this context, conventional networking models that backhaul traffic to the data center are seen as slow, 
resource-intensive, and inefficient� Now the Internet is the new enterprise network�

As organizations continue to adapt their IT strategies and transform traditional working practices into new digital 
approaches, IT and network operations teams are facing new challenges:

• Infrastructure diversity. Modern networks encompass more diverse infrastructures, including on-premises, 
internet and communication service providers (ISP, CSP), managed service providers (MSPs), cloud providers, 
and wireless networks� Teams are now responsible for end-to-end service delivery, including services that run 
across networks they own and those they do not�

• Network growth. Networks continue to expand, featuring more devices, end points, and network components� 
With the proliferation of IoT devices, mobile devices, and interconnected systems, networks must accommodate 
more entities, and operations teams must contend with the added demands of managing and maintaining these 
expanding environments�

• Multi-vendor environments. Most organizations use networking equipment and solutions from multiple vendors 
to meet their specific requirements� Managing and integrating different vendor technologies, configurations, 
workflows, and protocols can complicate network operations and troubleshooting, which leads to an increase in 
mean-time-to-resolution (MTTR) metrics and a decrease in user satisfaction�

• Software-defined and virtualized networks. The adoption of virtualization technologies and software-defined 
networking (SDN) introduces new complexities in network management and configuration� Integrating and 
managing these multi-layer virtual, logical, and physical topologies requires expertise in multiple technologies 
and protocols�

• Distributed workforce. With the rise of distributed teams and hybrid workers, operations teams need to ensure 
employees working from various locations have secure remote access and reliable connectivity� This creates 
additional requirements when designing the network, managing security, and optimizing performance�

Now, operations teams are responsible for the performance of the entire connectivity path, regardless of who owns 
or operates the underlying networks� Interestingly, EMA recently published their Megatrends report, which noted 
“99% of enterprises have adopted public cloud, but only 18% described their tools as very effective at monitoring 
the cloud�”1 

Most organizations have adopted some form of cloud computing, offloading infrastructure deployment tasks to an 
external provider� Organizations rely on a range of offerings, from simple software-as-a-service (SaaS) subscriptions 
to platform - or infrastructure-as-a-service (PaaS or IaaS) offerings� As cloud offerings continue to mature, many 
businesses now rely upon a multi-cloud approach� Managers look to match workloads to the attributes of specific 
cloud provider offerings� In addition, they deploy to a separate cloud environment in order to ensure availability 
in the event of an outage in an on-premises site or at another cloud provider environment� However, moving 
workloads between clouds or to and from on-premises infrastructure can create network visibility gaps�

Integrating legacy and cloud workloads over Internet connections brings performance challenges into sharp focus� 
The Internet wasn’t designed to deliver enterprise applications the way LAN and MPLS networks do� Many applications 
feature bandwidth intensive and reliably performant protocols that may perform fine in a data center, but experience 
significant latency, loss, and/or jitter when run over the Internet� Benefits of cloud computing come with the increased 
challenge of ensuring network reliability in an environment where entire applications may be in transit across networks 
that operations teams do not own�

1 EMA Research, “Network Management Megatrends 2022: Navigating Multi-Cloud, IoT, and NetDevOps During a Labor Shortage,” Shamus McGillicuddy, April 29, 2022
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Finally, there is the growing impact of SDN� SDN is rapidly gaining in popularity, as it promises the agility and 
flexibility of decoupling network deployments from the underlying hardware� As organizations move to converged 
or hyper-converged infrastructure, networks will be able to grow, shrink, and redeploy on-demand� Featuring multi-
layered virtual, logical, and physical topologies, these environments dramatically increase operational complexity, 
however�

Because of these rapid advances in networking technology coupled with increasing business demands, operations 
teams often find themselves with a multiplicity of tools, each designed to manage or monitor a single aspect of the 
enterprise network and application performance� Today, large toolsets are the norm: In organizations with 5,000 or 
more network devices, nearly all teams are using 11 or more tools�2

Perhaps the biggest problem created by this fragmentation is a lack of end-to-end visibility into the network 
infrastructure� This visibility gap obscures knowledge about critical applications�3

A lack of resources is also a significant problem� Further, as network teams add more tools, they become less 
effective at network problem detection and their networks become less stable�

Operations teams will need to implement new approaches in order to understand and manage the performance 
of digital services running across software-defined and hybrid infrastructures� These approaches should bridge 
network silos and extend monitoring reach into edge services and multi-cloud and SaaS environments� Further, 
teams must establish the visibility needed to see every potential degradation point across the end-to-end delivery 
path�

Network teams need a way to establish unified operations� This begins with comprehensive visibility provided by a 
platform that delivers visibility into these areas:

• Software-defined data center. Virtualized, hyper-converged networking infrastructures are dynamic and highly 
complex, making them difficult to monitor�

• ISP and cloud networks. Traditional network monitoring tools can’t measure the performance of today’s hybrid 
cloud environments�

• Digital experience. Enterprises typically have thousands of applications and data-producing devices competing 
for network bandwidth� It is vital to be able to objectively measure the user experience� 

2 EMA Research, “Network Management Megatrends 2022: Navigating Multi-Cloud, IoT, and NetDevOps During a Labor Shortage,” Shamus McGillicuddy, April 29, 2022

3 Dimensional Research, “Are networks ready for massive scale increases and new technology?” February 2022

https://www.broadcom.com/company/industry-analyst-report/ema-research-report-network-management-megatrends-navigating-multi-cloud-iot-and-netdevops-during-a-labor-shortage
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VISIBILITY INTO THE SOFTWARE-DEFINED DATA CENTER 

Software-defined data centers (SDDC) have emerged as an important concept in next-generation computing 
because they are aimed at reducing sourcing complexities and accelerating resource provisioning� SDDC refers 
to a virtualized data center that leverages software-driven tools to centrally manage computing, storage, and 
network resources�4 

However, implementing SDDC is not a simple or risk-free process� As organizations continue to embrace 
virtualization and software-defined technologies, traditional network monitoring tools fall short in providing holistic 
insights� This is particularly true when issues involve various domains, such as microservice architectures and virtual 
data center environments, such as Cisco ACI or VMware NSX-T� In these scenarios, operations teams must have the 
right visibility to correlate intelligence and resolve problems� 

Unlike traditional data centers, where physical components are predominantly fixed and visible, SDDCs are 
characterized by dynamic, software-driven architectures that abstract and virtualize networking resources� This 
abstraction introduces new layers of complexity, making it challenging to manage the performance of the data 
center environment� 

To track and optimize performance of software-defined infrastructures, teams need insights into the interactions 
between legacy network components, controllers, virtual machines, virtual networks, and applications� Network 
professionals often do not have a single monitoring solution for managing these multi-layered environments� This 
means teams have to dig into distinct silos of information, which is extremely time consuming and takes operators 
away from more productive tasks�

Comprehensive visibility into the SDDC and overall network infrastructure is now paramount for operations teams� 
It is only with this visibility that these teams can track resource deployments, detect abnormal performance, 
optimize workloads, and proactively address performance and capacity needs� Without advanced monitoring and 
issue detection, the agile and dynamic nature of the SDDC makes it virtually impossible for operations teams to 
maintain the service levels that modern applications and services require�

Here are some key requirements for establishing comprehensive visibility and seamless operations for the SDDC�

Real-Life Challenges Reported by IT Professionals
Network equipment and servers with factory settings generate alarms for all measurable events, resulting in 
information overload and little actionable insights. Network switches and routers often come configured in a way 
in which a simple upstream error can often cascade into a series of thousands of alarms� These alarms did nothing 
to help point to the root cause of a technical issue, resulting in reduced productivity for network and help desk 
professionals�5

4 Wikipedia, “Software defined data center,” Quote: “In a software-defined data center, all elements of the infrastructure — networking, storage, CPU and security – are virtualized and delivered as a service�” 

5 Forrester, “The Total Economic Impact Of Experience-Driven NetOps By Broadcom,” October 2022
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Visibility Into Cisco ACI

As a software-defined networking solution designed for data centers, Cisco ACI enables network infrastructure to 
be defined based upon flexible network policies� This offers greater flexibility, dynamism, and automation� However, 
these environments introduce constant changes that can’t be tracked with traditional networking monitoring tools� 
Abstracting the physical network into a number of virtual and logical entities also means a lot of additional alarm 
noise for operations teams� ACI technology features more than 20,000 predefined events, with hundreds of unique 
messages and alarms� That many events and faults can flood the network operations center (NOC) and impede the 
operations team’s ability to troubleshoot efficiently�

Cisco APIC is a centralized management system that is perfectly suited to the network engineers designing and 
deploying the network� However, this system doesn’t provide NOC staff with easy operational troubleshooting 
workflows and triage scenarios� On the other hand, traditional network monitoring tools fall short in several key ways:

• They can’t scale to meet the monitoring needs of highly dynamic SDNs�

• They are unable to monitor both traditional and new SDN-enabled architectures together in one operational 
user interface�

• They can’t unravel ACI abstraction layers, which means teams can’t verify and understand the relationships and 
dependencies established after deployment� As a result, teams can’t validate service activation success, and 
visualize and monitor all the layers within the ACI architecture�

NetOps by Broadcom provides visibility into the components and infrastructure that comprise SDDCs� Using Cisco 
ACI northbound REST APIs, the solution automatically discovers leaf switches and application profiles, and it provides 
visibility into which leaf switches are servicing a particular application profile�

The ability to understand how logical entities 
in the ACI fabric affect or are affected by 
physical infrastructure is a key value that the 
solution provides� When using OpenStack 
or vSphere with ACI, the solution provides 
views into how an entity related to the 
underlying physical or virtual computing 
infrastructure may be causing degradation to 
the application experience� This information 
helps operations teams isolate problems on 
a layer or component of the stack, such as 
high CPU, memory, or interface usage on a 
virtual machine, vSwitch, hypervisor, or ACI 
leaf switch�

NetOps by Broadcom displays connections between leaf and spine switches and shows 
how contracts and end point groups are associated with a tenant� 
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The solution automatically discovers the inventory of the ACI fabric and collects components’ performance metrics, 
such as utilization rate and health score� Here are some of the components and metrics covered:

Using the solution’s out-of-the-box dashboards, operations teams can view performance of ACI leaf and spine 
switches, including such metrics as CPU, memory, interface, health score, and fault counts� Additionally, the 
dashboards are specifically designed to apply in the context of role-based workflows� Following is an overview of the 
roles and tasks supported:

With the Broadcom solution, the NOC can extend monitoring beyond the physical layer, and gain a holistic 
understanding of the relationships between ACI-based virtual and logical components as well as legacy network 
devices� The solution centralizes monitoring visibility, delivering a highly scalable operations monitoring portal that 
offers visibility across the entire network infrastructure�

The solution delivers a unified view of Cisco ACI deployments, including the overlay and underlay� Through discovery 
processes, the solution delivers views that are also connected to the rest of the legacy network� The solution offers 
coverage of the entire ACI deployment, providing visibility into inventory, alarms, status, and performance� By 
leveraging the solution’s network event correlation and alarm noise reduction, NOC teams can efficiently check, 
update, and track issues that have an impact on service delivery�

Inventory Performance Metrics

ACI interfaces
ACI tenants
ACI virtual routing and forwarding (VRF)
APIC controller
APIC interfaces
Application profiles (AP)
Bridge domains
Contracts
End points
End point groups (EPG)
L2/L3 EPGs
Subnets
Switches (leafs and spines)
IP Route Paths (IPV4 and IPV6)

Health score
Incoming/outgoing traffic
CPU utilization
Disk utilization
Memory utilization
Scalability
Policy capacity/usage

System Administrators Tenant Administrators

• Gain visibility across the fabrics, VMs, and the relationships between entities�
• Use the ACI inventor to track the number of entities in the ACI environment�
• Track the performance of APs and EPGs on context pages

• Understand VM relationships to the AP, EPGs, computing resources,  
and the fabric�

• Monitor health score and faults within the tenant�
• Track the performance of APs and EPGs�

Application Owners Fabric Administrators

• Understand VM relationships to the AP, EPGs, computing resources,  
and the fabric�

• Monitor computer and storage utilization per VM, and top VM utilization�

• Understand fabric relationships to APs and EPGs and the relationships of fabric 
nodes to computing resources�

• Monitor health score and faults within the fabric�
• Track the performance of the Nexus 9000 switches�
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Visibility Into VMware NSX-T

VMware NSX-T virtualizes networking and security services, decoupling them from physical hardware and enabling 
dynamic, policy-driven network provisioning� The VMware platform abstracts a complete set of networking 
services, such as switching, routing, firewall protection, and quality-of-service mechanisms� The system consists of 
several components that operate across three different planes: management, control, and data�

This approach to data center networking can provide greater agility but it also introduces more complexity� 
Traditional network monitoring tools were typically designed to provide north-south visibility on connections 
between physical devices� These tools become irrelevant in a software-defined infrastructure, where most of the 
traffic flows east-west, between VMs or containers, and does not traverse physical links� As a result, pinpointing the 
root cause of network issues in NSX-T environments can be significantly delayed when teams are using inefficient 
point tools, especially across a complex service delivery path� Native monitoring capabilities in NSX-T can help by 
providing granular visibility, but will fail to address the following challenges:

• Handling the integration gaps between the underlay and the overlay networks, leaving blind spots that inhibit 
visibility and troubleshooting�

• Delivering effective provisioning and deprovisioning, given collaboration between network operations teams is 
hampered by the diversity of tools�

• Providing single source-of-truth dashboards and unified visibility for teams managing siloed physical and virtual 
network tools�

NetOps by Broadcom can collect inventory data, alarms, and performance metrics from VMware NSX-T Data Center� 
The solution collects intelligence via the REST API of NSX-T Manager� By simplifying monitoring and reducing 
the learning curve for NOC operators, the solution helps teams maximize the return on their SDDC technology 
investments� The solution provides fast access to insights across software-defined and traditional network 
infrastructures, offering a single portal that correlates overlay and underlay performance issues�

The Broadcom solution provides unified monitoring capabilities and consistent visibility across a range of 
technologies, including VMware NSX-T, Cisco ACI, and Cisco DNAC� As a result, teams can leverage standard 
operating procedures across multiple vendors and technologies�

NetOps by Broadcom provides an overview of the NSX-T environment, including topology and component status, as well as drill-down links� 
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The solution automatically discovers and updates the topology and the relationships within the NSX-T infrastructure� 
This enables easy mapping of all the software-defined components for every cluster, transport node, gateway router, 
virtual machine, and more� The solution also collects performance metrics and alarms related to the components 
listed below� 

By bridging the integration gaps between underlay and overlay networks, the solution enables NOC teams to take 
a holistic approach to NSX-T management� Once it collects inventory data, the solution populates NSX-T Overlay to 
Underlay dashboards� These dashboards map tier 0 routers to the border gateway routers they are connected to� 
From these dashboards, users can drill down to BGP sessions that are connecting these routers�

Inventory Performance Metrics Alarms

NSX-T Manager cluster and nodes
Transport zones
Host transport nodes
Edge transport nodes
Transport node interfaces
Transport node tunnels
Edge clusters
Virtual machines
Virtual machine interfaces
Border routers
BGP connections (BGP sessions)
Segments
Tier-0 and Tier-1 gateways
Logical switches
Logical routers

CPU utilization
Memory utilization
Disk utilization
Availability
Incoming/outgoing traffic
BGP session details
Packet drop details
Collisions

Certificate
CNI health
DHCP
Distributed firewall
DNS
Edge health
Endpoint protection
Federation
High availability
Infrastructure communication
Infrastructure service
Intelligence communication
Intelligence health
License
Load balancer
Manager health
NCP
Node agent health
Password management
Routing
Transport node
VPN

The Broadcom solution drills down into BGP sessions and their status for NSX-T Gateway routers�
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The solution delivers unified visibility that eliminates blind spots and simplifies infrastructure troubleshooting� By 
minimizing the need to rely on disparate point tools, the solution helps operations teams establish standardized 
processes and enhance collaboration� With the solution, teams can more effectively and confidently manage service 
levels, even in SDDC environments in which resources are constantly being provisioned and deprovisioned�

The Broadcom solution aggregates data from various sources, presenting a consolidated view that transcends 
the silos of physical and virtual networks� The solution streamlines access to actionable information, simplifies 
management, and empowers the NOC team to do proactive issue detection and resolution� With the solution, 
organizations can realize the full potential of their NSX-T environments�

The Broadcom solution provides NSX-T Health dashboards that enable users to quickly identify issues and to drill down to related items for further 
troubleshooting� 
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VISIBILITY INTO ISP AND CLOUD NETWORKS

Enterprise networks typically connect multiple geographically dispersed locations� Having insights into remote 
locations helps ensure smooth data transmission and timely issue resolution� Until recently, network operations teams 
had complete visibility into their WANs and remote locations� Network specialists could effectively ensure end users 
weren’t meaningfully affected by performance issues, while also thinking about how to plan for the future� 

However, today’s IT landscape is increasingly interconnected and cloud-centric� By 2025, 40% of all enterprise 
locations will use Internet access as their only WAN transport, compared with fewer than 20% in 2021�6 The adoption 
of unpredictable transports, such as Internet broadband connections for replacing MPLS, introduces higher risk 
of latency and routing issues� Traditional network monitoring tools often lack insights into the underlay network, 
especially circuits operated by third-party providers� This limits the NOC’s ability to pinpoint the root cause of 
performance degradation, and makes it difficult to hold ISPs and CSPs accountable for the levels of service they 
provide�

For years now, network operations teams have been contending with complex network architectures within the four 
walls of their data centers and within each of their remote locations� Further, these teams’ challenges are now being 
compounded by the fact that their scope of responsibility has expanded to networks they do not own, such as ISP, 
CSP, and SaaS environments� This results in lengthy troubleshooting efforts, multi-vendor blame-game scenarios, and 
a lack of visibility across large portions of the network� As a result, teams can’t quickly identify and resolve network 
delivery issues, and the end-user experience is degraded�

These days, it seems whenever an application or a service becomes slow, fingers are pointed at the network� 
Consequently, obtaining comprehensive visibility is more important than ever� Network operations teams need to 
readily demonstrate their innocence when performance issues occur within environments owned by ISPs and other 
third-party providers� This results in faster MTTR as the evidence can be taken to the ISP or SaaS provider to escalate 
the issue for resolution, while the NOC can find a workaround to establish the required connectivity�

Here are some key requirements for establishing visibility into networks managed by third parties, such as ISPs 
and CSPs�

6 Gartner, “Optimize WAN Architectures for Workloads That Span the Hybrid Cloud and the Multicloud,” Simon Richard, Sumit Rajput, December 2022

7 Forrester, “The Total Economic Impact Of Experience-Driven NetOps By Broadcom,” October 2022

Real-Life Challenges Reported by IT Professionals
Public Internet and cloud services that weren’t monitored properly, if at all. Teams lacked tools to monitor the 
performance of services, such as VoIP, that traversed public and private networks� While there were many tools for 
monitoring private networks, network engineers had fewer tools for tracking performance of services across the 
public Internet� To monitor networks connecting to public clouds, interviewees had to rely on analytics from their 
providers�7
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Visibility Into ISP Networks

While operations teams may have basic, binary insight into whether a device is able to connect to a cloud or other 
remote network or whether an application is being successfully delivered from one end of the network to the other, 
they won’t necessarily be able to identify all of the handoffs between ISPs and other providers� This leaves operations 
teams unable to identify the owner of a degraded hop, and ill-equipped to quickly remediate the issue� This 
problem is compounded when a team has to manage hundreds of global locations, and is unfamiliar with typical ISP 
connections or peering relationships�

The scope of responsibility for the NOC team has expanded significantly� Now, these teams are often held 
accountable when there is a unified communication service glitch or an application performance issue� These teams 
now find themselves in a defensive role, where the assumption of guilt prevails until the network is proven innocent� 
This explains why a metric called mean time to innocence (MTTI) has gained increasing prominence�8 Without 
effective solutions to assist them, operations teams face challenges in reducing MTTI and proving their innocence 
when issues arise outside of the networks they control�

NetOps by Broadcom provides real-time, actionable insight into how third-party networks affect application 
performance� With the solution’s patented TruPath™ technology, operations teams can gain the visibility required to 
evaluate the state of the networks that application data travels through�

TruPath is based on the monitoring principle of sending and receiving many varied short sequences of packets—
called packet trains—and measuring the end-to-end performance� Application data travels back and forth through the 
network between a source (for example, a user workstation) and a target (for example, an application running in the 
cloud)� The solution monitors the network path between the source and target, including all the network devices or 
“hops” it passes through� The solution measures the time packets take to go from a source to a target and back, the 
delay between packets on their return, packet reordering, and the number of packets lost� These measures enable the 
solution to report on key network performance metrics, such as round-trip time (RTT), latency, jitter, and data loss� It 
also uses this data to infer other metrics like total capacity, utilized capacity, and mean opinion score (MOS)�

8 MTTI: Mean Time To Innocence (or Mean Time To Identify), is how long it takes for the networking organization to prove it is not the part of the network they own causing the degradation�

NetOps by Broadcom brings network delivery experience metrics into the NOC’s standard operating workflows, including triage and root-cause identification� 
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To achieve this visibility, you deploy physical or virtual monitoring end points� TruPath can be employed in either a 
single-ended or dual-ended configuration� In the single-ended configuration, ICMP echo requests are sent to the 
target and ICMP echo replies are returned� In the dual-ended configuration, UDP packets are used for monitoring� 
The advantage of dual-ended paths is they provide a more accurate picture of network performance� That’s 
because independent measurements are taken from source to target and from target to source�

Today’s networks handle many different traffic types� Given this, the solution employs a quality-of-service 
mechanism to handle packets appropriately, based on traffic criticality� By specifying DSCP markings on test 
packets sent by TruPath, teams can determine how traffic that uses those markings is treated by the network� 
In this way, teams can see if traffic with unmarked packets has different performance metrics� They can also 
determine if any hops are changing the markings�

The solution provides network delivery dashboards that offer views of the overall health of network paths across third-party providers, such as ISPs or CSPs� 
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TruPath is lightweight enough to monitor the network continuously, down to every second on networks up to 100 
Gbps� In addition, the solution can get a complete picture of end-to-end network performance very quickly—often 
in just seconds� The solution regularly traces the route for each network path, hop-by-hop, from source to target� 
This information can be used to confirm whether traffic is traveling through expected hops and networks�

With these capabilities, the Broadcom solution enables the NOC team to see beyond the boundaries of the private 
network� With the solution, teams can track how routes change over time, review connectivity failures, track 
capacity variations, and determine which ISP should be held accountable for issues� 

The solution delivers hop-by-hop network analysis and troubleshooting through MPLS, SD-WAN pairings, CASB services, or directly over an ISP� 
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Visibility Across Cloud Networks

As organizations continue to accelerate their digital transformations, they continue to grow increasingly reliant 
upon cloud services� Therefore, it is not surprising that a vast majority of companies now report using at least two 
distinct cloud providers� By 2024, nearly 88% of enterprises will be multi-cloud�9 However, the way IT organizations 
are sourcing their infrastructure and applications is not radically different from their approaches of ten years ago� 
The reality is that selecting a cloud vendor is generally a functionality-based approach� By evaluating capabilities, 
performance, and reliability, teams choose the cloud technology that fits the best with their business’ requirements 
and expectations� These technical and functional reasons are often why teams quickly come to adopt multiple cloud 
vendors� It is less common that teams choose multiple cloud vendors because of economic imperatives or to avoid 
the risk of vendor lock-in� 

For operations teams, the impact of these transitions has been significant, introducing mounting challenges� 
Traditional monitoring software practices, like analyzing SNMP data, NetFlow records, packet captures and 
logs, worked great for the on-premises data center� However, these approaches fail completely in a public-cloud 
environment� This is one reason why users in only 24% of organizations are fully satisfied with their multi-cloud 
network monitoring and observability capabilities�10 

Monitoring hybrid infrastructures consisting of internal computing resources, PaaS, and SaaS introduces increased 
complexity� Network operations teams must typically first contend with so-called “north-south” dependencies� These 
dependencies are associated with scenarios in which users are accessing applications or services that are located in 
the cloud� However, as the use of the cloud evolves, teams must also contend with managing network connections 
between different cloud environments, which is referred to as “east-west” traffic� In either case, the NOC is often 
involved in troubleshooting issues that arise�

Given the increasing number of workloads shifting to the cloud, the landscape of corporate networks sees 
fundamental changes� However most operations teams still fail to effectively understand the performance impact 
of the unmanaged networks that now deliver critical applications� All major cloud service providers offer optimized 
services that connect companies, offices, and data centers to their virtual private clouds (VPCs)� This includes such 
services as Direct Connect from AWS, ExpressRoute from Azure, and Dedicated Interconnect from Google Cloud� 
However, all these services prioritize the network connection on the cloud provider side; they don’t provide visibility 
into a significant portion of the application delivery path, including the corporate network and the Internet�

NetOps by Broadcom provides complete, end-to-end visibility for all the different ways organizations rely upon 
access to the cloud� The solution tracks data-center-to-cloud connections, region-to-region transmissions within a 
single cloud provider, and cloud-to-cloud connections in multi-cloud environments� In addition, in cases where cloud 
resources are integrated with external SaaS offerings, the solution can track cloud-to-SaaS connections�

9 EMA, “Multi-Cloud Networking: Connecting and Securing the Future,” Shamus McGillicuddy and Robert Gates, January 2023

10  EMA, “Multi-Cloud Networking: Connecting and Securing the Future,” Shamus McGillicuddy and Robert Gates, January 2023
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To provide full visibility in a variety of cloud-based use cases, Broadcom delivers a solution that is network device 
and deployment agnostic� The solution uses active monitoring technology from purpose-built monitoring points� 
The solution provides performance monitoring for any cloud architecture and over any network by using managed 
global monitoring points or by placing enterprise monitoring points inside containers, virtual hosts, end-user 
workstations, or next to the application code� The monitoring points measure key network performance metrics, 
such as round-trip time (RTT), latency, jitter, and data loss� The solution also uses this data to infer other metrics 
like total capacity, utilized capacity, and MOS� It can provide these measurements across various cloud locations, 
third-party networks, and corporate network segments�

One of the advantages of the Broadcom solution is the vendor-neutral and flexible approach to monitoring from 
any IP target� This approach makes it is possible to reduce the reliance on traditional testing methods, like IPSLA 
performance tests, which can strain network capacity� The solution’s lightweight and continuous monitoring 
approach minimizes any negative impact on network performance� 

NetOps by Broadcom can be deployed in environments of major cloud providers, including AWS and Google, and it can measure connectivity between these 
providers� 
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There are three categories of monitoring points:

• Enterprise monitoring points are owned and managed by an organization’s network operations team� There are 
four types of these monitoring points: hardware, virtual, container-based, and software� These points can be 
deployed in locations that operations teams control�

• Global monitoring points are owned by an organization’s network operations team, but are managed by 
Broadcom� These container-based monitoring points are installed in global cloud provider locations, enabling 
teams to monitor network and web applications from locations in which active users are based� Operations teams 
can establish the visibility they need, without having to bear the burden of deploying, monitoring, and maintaining 
these monitoring points�

• Global monitoring targets are highly available targets owned and managed by Broadcom and installed in cloud 
provider locations worldwide� These targets allow teams to monitor remote sites and application connectivity to 
specific regions around the globe�

In order to successfully leverage cloud services, teams need to have reliable network connections across a range 
of environments� The Broadcom solution helps teams achieve these objectives� The solution can actively monitor 
end-to-end network performance, including east-west and north-south traffic� The solution delivers complete cloud 
observability, covering all critical components across the most distributed architectures, from offices and data centers 
to cloud providers� With the offering, teams can quantify and improve performance, even when services run on 
infrastructure outside of their control�

The Broadcom solution is typically deployed across headquarters, branch offices, and remote user locations, with monitored network paths connecting to 
monitoring points and hosts located in virtual private clouds� 
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VISIBILITY INTO THE DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

Business-critical applications are not served or used in a single location anymore� This is compounded by the trend 
of enterprise decentralization� Now most enterprises have a global web of remote locations, including home offices, 
rather than a smaller network centered tightly around hardware at central headquarters� As a result, network teams 
need to zero in on the digital experience of any user, no matter which application they run, where they’re based, or 
what network they use�

Additionally, many teams continue to focus solely on network performance, rather than tracking application 
experience metrics� Analysts at EMA believe that network operations teams are at a crossroads in their cloud 
journeys� Most are struggling as the public cloud, SaaS applications, and cloud-native application architectures begin 
to drive IT strategy� According to EMA analysts, “They need to modernize their tools� Today’s toolsets are bloated, 
inefficient, and disconnected� They contribute to manual errors that degrade the network, and they are producing 
too many false alerts�”11

When organizations hand over their ownership of enterprise applications to cloud and SaaS solution providers, 
operations teams lose a lot of visibility—both on the network and the application side� This hinders their ability to 
quickly spot issues and find the root cause of problems� This is problematic because these teams are still held fully 
responsible for supporting digital transformation and ensuring user satisfaction across the organization� As a result, 
teams need solutions that deliver full visibility across all network environments� It is only with this visibility that teams 
can ensure users have the best possible experience with business-critical applications, wherever they’re hosted�

11 EMA, “Network Management Megatrends 2022: Navigating Multi-Cloud, IoT, and NetDevOps During a Labor Shortage,” Shamus McGillicuddy, April 29, 2022

12 Forrester, “The Total Economic Impact Of Experience-Driven NetOps By Broadcom,” October 2022

Here are some key requirements for establishing visibility into digital experience across private and public networks�

Real-Life Challenges Reported by IT Professionals
Teams that used a variety of tools, some of which were only partially implemented. Several interviewees reported 
using dozens of different tools for specific purposes, and that many of these tools were only partially implemented� 
Conversations between teams using different tools challenged problem-solving because each group had different 
data pointing to different issues, resulting in longer MTTR�12
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Visibility Into End-User Experience

As enterprise networks undergo cloud, SaaS, and Internet transformations, it is crucial for network operations teams 
to maintain a superior end-user experience� However, it is no longer just about keeping networks and applications 
up and running� To achieve successful transformation initiatives, network teams must ensure they can contend 
effectively with applications they do not have full control over� The key to validating experience is to monitor 
applications from where users are located� Running tests throughout the day on a consistent interval allows baseline 
performance to be monitored, so when issues occur, there is an opportunity to spot and fix the problem before users 
complain�

However, many operations teams are still over dependent upon end users to detect application issues at remote 
locations� When problems are encountered, users quickly lose confidence in the quality of services provided� Too 
often, operations teams only find out about issues and start trying to troubleshoot after there’s been a significant 
impact on user productivity� It’s no surprise then that end users will be quick to blame network teams whenever 
performance issues arise, no matter where the issue occurs or which team or service provider is actually responsible� 

Because network operations teams lack visibility into the user experience, they have no way to determine where the 
problem is located when users complain—or even if it’s a legitimate complaint� When issues arise, teams can’t tell 
whether they’re occurring within their own network domain, within an application owned by another team, or on the 
network of a third-party service provider� Teams’ focus, time, and resources are largely dedicated to “firefighting,” 
rather than focusing on higher value, more strategic endeavors�

Synthetic monitoring is a modern way to see trends in the usage and performance of SaaS and web applications� 
This approach uses scripting to emulate the paths and actions that end users take as they use an application� Tests 
are run periodically, and if performance degradation is detected, the NOC is alerted� These scripting strategies can 
take various forms, though, and vary widely in sophistication and complexity�

NetOps by Broadcom can monitor applications synthetically from behind the firewall by running live scripts against 
any application� This is one of the rare solutions that can do active network testing and synthetic web experience 
monitoring, and provide deep packet visibility� The only other way to gain these combined monitoring capabilities is 
by employing an array of tools that deliver fragmented visibility—and add significant administrative burden for the 
network operations team�
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NetOps by Broadcom enables teams to deploy monitoring points at the same location as end users, and run workflows interacting with a web application� 

The solution provides insight into how web applications are performing from a user or client application perspective� 
Monitoring points execute transactions that emulate user or client interactions with an application� Transactions can 
be generated by two different types of workflows:

• Browser workflows� Browser workflows are primarily used to monitor HTML-based web apps� These scripted 
synthetic transactions emulate an end user’s interactions with a web page through a browser� The solution 
utilizes Selenium, an open-source framework for automating web browsers and testing web applications� The 
solution can conduct scripted, user-like interactions and deliver precise performance insights�

• HTTP workflows� HTTP workflows are primarily used to monitor web service APIs� These workflows generate 
direct HTTP requests that emulate interactions with a web service, using commands such as GET, PUT, or POST� 
Monitoring points generate HTTP requests and send them to a target application’s API� By measuring the 
roundtrip time between the request and the response, the solution enables operators to track a web application’s 
availability and responsiveness� 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Selenium_(software)
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The workflows are run at regular intervals from monitoring points strategically located in the enterprise network and 
also from monitoring points that can be located around the world� Each time a script is executed, the monitoring 
point measures the amount of time taken by the browser, the network, and the server running the application� It also 
breaks down the measurements by milestone within the workflow� All measurements are collected and stored for 
analysis and presentation� In addition, teams can set alerts so they are notified whenever the application experience 
is outside of acceptable limits�

To accurately report on the status of web applications, 
Broadcom uses Apdex. Apdex is an industry-standard 
method for reporting on and comparing applications 
in terms of the end-user experience� The Apdex rating 
is based on converting performance measurements 
into user satisfaction insights and counting the 
number of “satisfied,” “tolerating,” and “frustrated” user 
interactions� This is calculated based on a reference 
maximum satisfactory time (T) and a maximum 
tolerating response time (4T)� Any response time above 
this latter threshold is given a rating of frustrated�

The Broadcom solution breaks end-user experience measurements down to network, server, and browser response times, and enables operators to drill down 
into incidents�

APDEX Measurements

Reference Time T

Satisfied <=  T

Tolerating <= 4T

Frustrated > 4T or failed

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apdex
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The Broadcom solution computes the Apdex score as a ratio of satisfied and tolerated page-load response times to 
the total number of requests made� Each page load rated as satisfied is counted as 1� Each tolerating page load is 
counted as 1/2� All others that take longer than the tolerating threshold, and those that fail, are counted as 0�

Here’s the Apdex formula used in the solution:

Apdex T = (Satisfied Count + (Tolerating Count / 2)) / Total Measurements Count

As a result, the Apdex score is equivalent to a weighted average of the three types of interaction counts� In the 
solution’s dashboards and reports, the Apdex score is converted from a value between 0�0 and 1�0 into a percentage 
from 0% to 100% to provide improved readability�

Within most enterprises today, end users are highly reliant upon third-party SaaS apps and APIs to perform critical 
tasks� The solution offers the visibility needed to track and manage these critical services� The solution provides flexible 
monitoring capabilities that range from simple HTTP requests to multi-step synthetic scripting� In addition, it offers 
automated alerts for when performance degrades or isn’t meeting acceptable thresholds� With these capabilities, 
teams can better ensure service vendors are meeting their SLAs� For network operations teams who too often are at 
the receiving end of finger pointing, this visibility is now critical, especially for those applications that the business is 
reliant upon, but no longer run on internal networks�

The solution delivers dashboards that display the status of selected web application groups, which are sorted by Apdex scores over time� 
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Visibility Into Network Utilization

The explosive growth in SaaS applications, cloud services, mobile devices, and video traffic has placed 
unprecedented demands on networks—and created new challenges for network operations teams� At any given 
time, a wide range of traffic traverses the network; some of it is lower priority, some is business critical� Further, 
some traffic may be illegitimate or malicious� Being able to distinguish these different types of traffic is critically 
important today� It’s the only way teams can start to proactively manage quality of service for the most critical 
applications—while minimizing the cost and damage of illegitimate and malicious traffic�

Understanding network traffic that spans remote offices is critical to ensuring quality end-user experiences� In the 
past, it made sense to deploy technologies like NetFlow in the data center� However, with increased usage of SaaS 
applications and broadband Internet, fewer packets are actually traveling through the data center� 

Armed with basic network management tools, many operations teams lack the visibility and control they need to 
optimize their network infrastructure� Further, with the increase in bandwidth-intensive, delay-sensitive network 
traffic, many organizations have to contend with ballooning infrastructure costs just to meet the service-level 
expectations of end users� To minimize network infrastructure costs, while ensuring service levels are optimized 
for high-priority applications and services, operations teams need to understand who is consuming network 
resources, where they’re going, what they’re doing, and what kinds of service levels they’re receiving�

Packet inspection and flow analysis are two distinct yet complementary technologies that are crucial for assessing 
network traffic utilization� While both play vital roles for network management, they employ different approaches 
to achieve their objectives� On the one hand, packet inspection involves the detailed examination of individual 
packets, scrutinizing various aspects of the payload as it travels through the network� This approach provides 
granular insights into network utilization but can be data-and resource-intensive� 

On the other hand, flow analysis focuses on data aggregated in flow records, which represent summarized 
information about traffic patterns, such as source and destination IP addresses, ports, and byte counts� The 
synergy between these two approaches is invaluable in comprehensive network management� Packet inspection 
excels at catching traffic details, while flow analysis offers a high-level view of overall network behavior� By 
integrating these methods, network operations teams can gain a holistic understanding of network utilization, 
swiftly detect and address issues, and plan future operations based on reliable information�

NetOps by Broadcom provides a unique combination of packet inspection and flow analysis� The solution delivers 
an enterprise-wide view into the composition of traffic on every link and helps teams detect threatening traffic 
patterns in the making� By providing comprehensive and timely insights into application traffic, the solution 
helps mitigate the risks of planned changes and unexpected events� With automated baselining, alerting, and 
investigation capabilities, the solution can speed response when potential performance issues arise� With the 
solution, NOC teams can identify and resolve problems faster, maximizing service levels of critical applications and 
services�

NetFlow-enabled devices, such as routers and switches, generate metadata at the interface level and send the 
information to a flow collector, where the flow records are stored and analyzed� NetFlow is commonly used 
to refer to multiple types of flow records, such as IPFIX, J-Flow, and sFlow� However, while NetFlow may have 
sufficed in the past, strategies that leverage only passive traffic analysis simply are not sufficient to meet the 
monitoring needs of modern networks that extend into ISP and CSP infrastructures� By combining the strengths 
of both deep packet inspection (DPI) and NetFlow approaches in an effective and scalable platform, the solution 
helps teams address the requirements of traditional and modern networks� The table below offers an overview of 
key usage considerations�
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NetFlow (IPFIX, sFlow, J-Flow) DPI

Use Case
Ideal for monitoring inside the corporate network, with easy 
setup on devices that operate at layer 3�

Ideal for monitoring at the edge of the network, where 
applications piggyback on other protocols�

Application Identification
NetFlow sources are port-based, so many popular web 
applications will only be identified as port 443/HTTPS�

Access to the raw packets can identify far more applications 
than engines using standards like NBAR2�

Overhead
On average, NetFlow requires 10% overhead on network 
capacity, and significant CPU utilization on network devices�

Uses purpose-built monitoring devices, so there is no additional 
traffic and processing overhead on network devices�

Packet Insights
NetFlow is metadata from the packets, not the packets themselves� 
Additional packet capture might be needed for troubleshooting�

No limit to what is captured, helping to paint a complete picture 
of performance and enable faster troubleshooting of issues�

The Broadcom solution features an innovative approach that combines the strengths of DPI and NetFlow analysis� 
As a result, the solution creates a powerful synergy for comprehensive network visibility� The solution provides 
these key capabilities:

• Ingest and analyze multiple types of NetFlow data generated by compatible network devices in the corporate 
network, providing actionable intelligence and real-time visibility into network behavior�

• Leverage DPI capabilities of monitoring points at the edges of the network to capture and measure traffic 
volume information on the cloud services and web applications being used, as well as for the hosts that are 
accessing those applications�

NetOps by Broadcom uses DPI to help understand what applications are traversing the network edges with location-by-location comparisons and categorized 
traffic details� 
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With these holistic analysis capabilities, network operations teams can gain real-time visibility into traffic across 
all enterprise services� The solution provides an enterprise-wide view into the composition of traffic on every link� 
This helps teams detect threatening traffic patterns in the making, quickly identify the source of performance 
problems, validate the impact of planned and unplanned changes within the network, and avoid unnecessary 
WAN costs�

The Broadcom solution offers comprehensive capabilities for discovering and measuring application traffic, 
both within the corporate network and across public networks, such as those managed by ISPs and CSPs� The 
solution enables operations teams to gain much deeper insight into which applications are running in their 
networks and their traffic characteristics� Leveraging layer 3-7 information, the solution identifies applications and 
consolidates traffic data for management and reporting� With these capabilities, teams can establish much more 
intelligent control over network usage and take the steps necessary to fix problems and improve overall network 
performance�

The Broadcom solution delivers valuable insights into applied policies and patterns across different classes of traffic, enabling the NOC team to make more 
informed decisions� 
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CONCLUSION 

Network operations teams today are facing a technological inflection point� Networks everywhere are being re-
architected to support cloud migrations, software-defined transitions, increasing business demands, and high 
user experience expectations� Meanwhile, teams struggle to keep pace with a constant influx of software-defined 
technologies in the data center, the increased stress on the WAN due to the growing number of highly sensitive 
applications, and the pressures to demonstrate high levels of network reliability� 

Exacerbating matters is the fact that traditional monitoring solutions, which have been in use for years, were not 
designed to handle the accelerated pace of change, the interdependent layering of SDN, and the transient, dynamic 
nature of modern environments and services� Ultimately, teams need to align network delivery and application 
performance� The ultimate KPI is not network performance anymore, it is the user experience�

What teams need is a network management solution that combines contextual diagnostic abilities with visibility 
into the actual user experience� They need analytics that can search through monitoring data and handle high-scale 
correlations� They need solutions that help navigate the maze of interdependent network layers, and provide a unified 
approach that supports traditional infrastructures, while offering expert views into modern SDNs�

Software Company Improves MTTR by 65%

A global software corporation had adopted Cisco ACI, and sought to migrate all their worldwide data centers to 
a modern SDDC architecture� They also were planning to use OpenStack as their infrastructure provider� However, 
the introduction of SDN completely changed the IT management landscape, introducing trade-offs on operational 
visibility and supportability� Due to new complexities, alarm storms delayed triage times, and teams could not 
establish relationships between the underlay and overlay, which made it difficult to determine the root cause of issues� 

NetOps by Broadcom has helped the company by delivering a unified view of Cisco ACI deployments, including 
the overlay and underlay� With the solution, network operations teams can extend monitoring beyond the physical 
layer, and gain a holistic understanding of the relationships between virtual and logical components as well as 
legacy network devices� As a result, the team improved their MTTR by 65%�

FinTech Company Speeds Triage by 95%

This well-established FinTech institution has grown increasingly reliant on cloud services, which means they’re 
also increasingly reliant upon ISP and cloud providers’ networks� Lacking visibility into these externally managed 
environments, the IT operations team had to set up bridge calls and war rooms to diagnose issues� To ensure quality 
operations and high service levels, it was increasingly essential for the network operations team to establish end-to-
end visibility across all the networks users relied upon� 

With NetOps by Broadcom, teams are able to correlate individual device performance and end-to-end network 
path health, including across internal and externally managed environments� Now they can pinpoint the root cause 
of any degradation that affects end-user services, whether it arises in internally or externally managed networks� 
This enables the operations team to identify and resolve any network issue much faster� In fact, with the Broadcom 
solution, the team was able to speed triage by up to 95%�
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Why Broadcom

NetOps by Broadcom delivers the unified, end-to-end network visibility teams need to understand, manage, and 
optimize the performance of digital services running on traditional and modern SDN architectures� Broadcom 
extends network operations teams’ monitoring reach into edge services, multi-cloud environments, and ISP 
networks� With the solution, operators can spot every communication path and degradation point, from the core 
network to the end user�

With its advanced analytics, the solution improves network operations teams’ readiness to manage emerging 
requirements for next-generation network technologies� With a single platform, teams can gain end-to-end, holistic 
awareness across domains and vendor technologies� This helps teams break down monitoring data silos and reduce 
operational complexities�

The Broadcom solution uniquely integrates both network monitoring and user experience monitoring, offering the 
most comprehensive visibility into every aspect of modern networks� As a result, the solution helps teams align 
network management strategies with key business outcomes, so they can become a better partner in enabling 
accelerated digital transformation�
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